
Why Samsung Monitors?

Samsung offers a diverse range of professional 
monitors to streamline connectivity, inspire confidence 
and enhance productivity in any workspace.

Enhanced productivity to make work a breeze.
Samsung monitors are built to enhance your work performance.

 ⚫ Customize comfort with adjustable height, pivot, tilt and swivel stand options. Plus, VESA  
 compatibility for easy mounting options.

 ⚫ Create more space for collaboration and productivity with ultra wide and curved monitors.

 ⚫ Efficient performance that’s easy on the eyes: Samsung Eye-Save Mode reduces eye fatigue  
 and Flicker Free technology eliminates flickering at all levels of brightness.

 ⚫ Everything you need, nothing to slow you down: Superior clarity and all-in-one design to  
 enhance remote/hybrid work.

Monitors built to consider the planet.
Samsung emphasizes eco-friendly choices. Our goal is minimum impact on the planet  
with maximum impact on your business.

 ⚫ Eco-friendly manufacturing methods. Eco-friendly materials: recycled plastic, no lead,  
 no mercury, no PVC, soy-ink printing.

 ⚫ Power-saving features that save your business energy costs: ENERGY STAR certification,  
 SMART Eco Saving mode, Eco Power Off mode, Off Timer Plus.
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Greater efficiency through building our own.
Samsung is one of the world’s top display manufacturers. Our vertically integrated 
manufacturing process gives us control of the major components, finished products  
and supply chain.

 ⚫ More efficient production. Creates consistency, high reliability and low failure rates, resulting  
 in better products.

 ⚫ More complete supply chain. Translates to better product availability, ensuring your business  
 will receive supply for large roll-outs.

 ⚫ TAA Products: We have models produced in trade compliant countries that meet TAA guidelines.

Why Samsung Monitors?

Features and specifications vary by model.

Effortless connectivity for instant productivity
Samsung monitors are designed to easily plug-in and adapt to the way you work.

 ⚫ Versatile USB-C for an instant workstation. Cut clutter and desktop transition time with  
 power, data (USB) and video in one cable.

 ⚫ Thunderbolt™ 3 provides seamless, single cable data/video/audio/power delivery for  
 PC and Mac devices.

 ⚫ Daisy Chain to bring all your work into view by easily connecting multiple monitors.

 ⚫ Picture-by-picture or picture-in-picture to connect multiple sources to one display.

Exceptional quality to elevate any workspace
Samsung monitors offer a premium experience with exceptional reliability and value.

 ⚫ Sleek designs and ultra-slim bezels upgrade your experience, at home or in the office.

 ⚫ Brilliant picture quality changes the way you view your work with outstanding resolution up  
 to 4K UHD that rivals real life.

 ⚫ Premium color technologies: QLED, HDR, factory calibration and 1.07B colors for true-to-life  
 color for any task.

 ⚫ Enterprise-grade warranty and support: We help ensure business continuity and maintain  
 your company’s valuable assets with a 3-year commercial warranty.
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